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INFORMATION MEDICINE: AN APPLICATION OF THE
NEW PARADIGM IN MEDICINE
MARIA SAGI
Club of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
Information medicine is a new application and development of an age-old method
of healing. It re-creates and re-discovers a method that has proved its merits for
thousands of years through a synthesis with new developments in new-paradigm
physics and biology. The basic premise of information medicine is the use of
information to correct faulty or blocked information-flows in the organism. As
the latest discoveries, among others by Dr. Biava, show, even cancerous cells
can be reprogrammed through the introduction of substances that provide the
correct information. Also, electromagnetic information can produce corrective
re-programming, introducing an era of soft, information-based healing not as a
substitute for, but as a complement to, the current biochemical substance and
physical intervention-based methods. The information-based method I have developed is the one created by the Austrian scientist Erich Koerbler, called New
Homeopathy. It harmonizes the electromagnetic field in the body through the
use of specific geometrical forms. This article outlines the basic elements of this
application of the new paradigm in medicine, with more detailed information
provided in the references.
KEYWORDS: Electromagnetic effects in health, homeopathy, information medicine, informational healing, medical dowsing.

THE ROLE OF INFORMATION
The method of information medicine is not new. Practically all of the ancient healing methods come under the heading of information medicine. Their practitioners
may have lacked the kind of analytic knowledge that contemporary medicine commands, but on the level of the knowledge and skills of the period they had accurate
techniques as to how they could conjure up the health of an ailing (animal or
human) organism. I use the words “conjure up” quite consciously, because in our
conceptual frame these methods from several thousand years back come into the
category of magic. We still admire all that remains from this methodology. This
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includes all of Chinese medicine (acupuncture, acupressure, reflexology, etc.), Indian Ayurvedic medicine, and traditional Japanese medicine. It likewise embraces
the healing of the indigenous peoples of North America, discovered only in the
modern period. These methods kept people healthy and strong and helped the
sick to recover. The only difference is that these highly functional methods were
accompanied by transcendental explanations. In the West, over the past centuries
we have amassed a vast body of knowledge regarding the biochemical functions
of the living organism; we even know almost everything about our genes. Nevertheless, modern medicine still cannot treat and prevent the major diseases and
keep people healthy and strong.
The research and experiments of the new physics are achievements no less admirable than those of biochemical medicine. This offers an opportunity of creating
a synthesis. In the past decades, there has been a growing amount of scientific
evidence identifying the healing factors in the ancient bodies of knowledge. There
has been a great deal of research to disclose the ability of the living organism
to absorb and process information, both in the field of brain research and in disciplines concerned with the study of the natural information field that pervades
living systems, that which in traditional disciplines was known as esoteric wisdom
appears as information medicine in new paradigm medicine.
It is not a question whether the one or the other field is more valuable, important,
and primary. It is quite clear that at our current level of knowledge both molecular
and information medicine have their own place and role. What is best and most
desirable is if the two complement each other and both play a role in serving
patients’ recovery, combined in the proportion justified by the patient’s need.
Anyone involved in information medicine knows quite clearly the best application areas of this method as well as its limitations. Obviously, cases like accidents
or major surgical operations are not cases where patients can be cured purely by
information, even though supplementary treatment can still be highly effective.
There are cases, on the other hand, where functional complaints that have existed
for years and all attempts of treatment by biochemical medicine have failed. At
times like this, finding and correcting the faulty communication that creates the
flaws in functioning produces a sudden relief for the patient of complaints that
may be of many years’ standing.
If we wish to help with the recovery of an illness, we must bear in mind
what kind of information we are dealing with. According to Biava, the majority
of complaints are sustained by flawed information in the subconscious; in other
words, the symbolic code of the organism contains imperfect information. There
are different ways of accessing this information. Each of the ancient methods does
this in a different way. Hippocrates does this through food since well-chosen food
can also be a symbolic code. Homeopathy is related to the information carried
by medical herbs, while combining our current knowledge with information from
molecular medicine yields powerful and effective results. The remedies complex
homeopathy, as produced in Italy by the pharmaceutical company Guna, are
shining examples.
We can use information that helps correct faulty codes in complementary way.
For instance, it has been established that cancer is caused by a blockage in the
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communication (i.e., information transfer), between cells in the affected area.
Pier Mario Biava (2008) discovered that cancerous cells may be transformed into
healthy cells if the cancerous cell comes in contact with proteins that carry the
appropriate information.
In recent years, more researchers have discovered that interacting with the
electromagnetic field in the body has important healing potentials. A wide variety
of techniques and methods attempt to harmonize the electromagnetic field in the
body of the patient with the electromagnetic field reaching him or her in the
environment. The method I employ is based on harmonizing the electromagnetic
field in the body of the patient through the use of geometrical forms.
The Austrian healer Erich Körbler developed a method that is based on the
response of the organism to the various inputs and influences that reach it in
its milieu (in the electromagnetic [EM] field). He worked out his method in the
second half of the eighties after several years of research and experimentation,
called “new homeopathy.”1 Körbler diagnosed the condition of his patients according to the principles of Chinese medicine. He devised a simple instrument,
the so-called bio-indicator, a one-armed dowsing-rod, that renders the organism’s
response clearly visible to the naked eye. The eight movements of the rod enabled
Körbler to obtain a precise and detailed picture of the EM radiation of the patient’s
body, which indicated how this state deviated from the normal EM radiation of
health. Körbler codified his findings in the form of a basic “vector system” that situates the observed movements of the rod in a sophisticated system of coordinates.
Observing the movements of the rod provides indications of the compatibility or
non-compatibility of a given input or influence in regard to the subject’s organism.
Beneficial effects resulting from inputs that are compatible with the healthy functioning of the organism are indicated by one type of movement, various degrees of
less-than-beneficial up to seriously harmful inputs are indicated by a different set
of precisely codified responses. The movement of the dowsing rod also indicates
the nature and depth of the cause responsible for a given malfunction.
Different states of that field correlate with different movements of the rod. In
the system developed by Körbler, there are eight typical rod movements, and each
movement has its own particular significance in regard to the health of the body;
more exactly, to the integrity of the bioenergy and EM field of the given part of
the body.
According to the eight vectors, the dowsing rod is used to chart the state of
the bioenergy field of the patient as specific acupuncture points are tested. The
left index finger or left palm of the healer registers the information; his or her
nervous system transmits it, and the dowsing rod renders it visible. In this way the
healer can obtain useful information on the state of the patient’s bioenergy field
(Figure 1).
He also discovered that the geometrical forms, as symbols, function in the region
of 100 and 1,020 nanometer as antennas in the EM field, thus they are suitable for
correcting flawed information in the organism and producing a healthy state.
Corresponding to the eight vectors, there are eight signs, conceived as particular
geometrical forms. Each of the forms can change the nature of the information
that produces a given physical effect. When the right form is applied, information
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Figure 1. The eight vectors as the dowsing rod represents it.

that was previously harmful can become compatible with the integrity of the
bioenergy field of the organism (Figure 2). As a result, the symptoms produced
by the previously harmful information vanish.
The movement of the dowsing rod indicates the forms to be applied in order
to restore functionality in the bioenergy field. Each movement is correlated with
a particular geometrical form. The geometrical forms change the nature of the
information reaching the given part of the body.
Healing is effected by the healer drawing the indicated form on the corresponding acupuncture point of the skin. He or she subsequently checks the state of the
bioenergy field with the help of the dowsing rod. The patient is asked to redraw
the form daily until healing has occurred and the form is no longer necessary. In
some cases, the healing process is very fast: acute inflammation of the throat, for
instance, disappears in a matter of one or two days. On the other hand, chronic
complaints that have persisted for several years may take two, four, or six weeks
to heal.
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Figure 2. Corresponding to the eight vectors, there are eight signs, conceived as
particular geometrical forms.

It is interesting and relevant that the effect of such signs on the energy condition of the human body has been known to traditional people. These signs have
been applied by shamans, medicine men, and others believed to be endowed
with magical healing powers. The most direct evidence from ancient times is furnished by the 4,000-year-old mummy found in 1992 in the Oetz valley of Austria.
The mummy—which became affectionately known as “Otzi”—was covered with
dozens of parallel lines and crosses. There was evidence of rheumatic conditions
in his joints, and vertebra, and the signs are believed to have been applied to offer
relief from the pain caused by this condition.
Körbler’s method can be applied:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the treatment of small children in the case of chronic and acute inflammation
In the treatment of adults in the case of chronic and acute inflammation
In the treatment of allergies
In the treatment of pain
In treating bodily injuries
In treating terminal illnesses
In distance healing
In testing the effects of allopathic medicines
In selecting the optimal allopathic medicines
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• In the joint application of allopathic medicines and the New Homeopathy
• Further uses of the New Homeopathy method include the determination of the
dosage of medicines and the time given when the given medicines are to be
taken
• Psychological problems also can be treated
New homeopathy falls into the category of complementary medicine and may
be applied in combination with all natural healing methods. It does not strive to
replace conventional medicine, since in the case of acute danger the first job is
to restore the bio-chemical balance of the body, but it does seek to identify the
opportunities where harnessing the self-healing processes of the organism through
fine-energy communication can accelerate or more effectively promote recovery.
It presents opportunities for altering information through the role of the internal
micro-level formal structures of the organism.
In order to understand the different aspects of healing through altering and
transferring information, we must explore the mechanisms of information absorption and the transfer of information in the living organism. For this we need to
understand:
• the determinant role of geometric forms in informational healing;
• the way in which cells absorb fine energies through transforming water
molecules in the cell into new formal geometric structures;
• the role of electric processes in the cell in retaining cellular tension and health;
• the role of electromagnetic conduction in bodily functions;
• the primacy of electromagnetic processes in the emergence of illnesses (e.g.,
viral infections);
• the electromagnetic aspects of the operation of the immune system;
• the wave length of the information involved in bodily functions—this is in the
range of 1,020 and 100 nanometers;
• the possibility of a leap type change in this range under the influence of energy
impact of the range of the Planck coefficient or impact quantum2;
• the channels for information transfer present in the cell membrane;
• the conditions required for the effect to take place in unstable states of the
organism, that is, at bifurcation points.
COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT INFORMATION-BASED HEALING
METHODS
According to the eight vectors, the dowsing rod is used to chart the state of the
bioenergy field of the patient as well as the particular significance in regard to
the applied informational method. All types of healing methods can be measured
this way and it is possible to choose the best possible combination of medication.
Selecting medication is easy: When testing medication, the patient holds the
healing substance in his or her left hand. The test is carried out on the top of the
head or over the right hemisphere, by placing the palm of our left hand on or over
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the patient’s head. If applying several types of medication at once, all medicines
and all the gentle healing substances should be placed in the patient’s left hand
together. If the bio-indicator is moving horizontally when measured on the head,
the choice of the healing substances is optimal. This is the way in which the
bio-indicator signals that the medicines chosen are causing a change in the energy
field.
I became acquainted with the Psionic Medical Society of England and collaborated with the Society for nine years. I was qualified to work with the Society as
a classical homeopath. The Society is made up of reputed and accredited medical
doctors who work exclusively by remote healing. They combine Western medicine
and classical homeopathy with medical dowsing.
The combination of the Psionic method with Körbler’s method has been the
basis of my healing work ever since. It has opened fresh possibilities for me
and provided some mind-boggling perspectives both for proximal and for remote
healing. I have been practicing space-and-time-transcending remote healing for
many years, and during this time I have been involved with many remarkable
cases. I mention some of these in the narrative to follow.
A thirty-two-year-old dentist and longtime friend of mine was in Geneva at a
professional meeting to give a lecture. The day before she had developed red and
swollen eyes and burning abscesses. She looked as if she had cried all night and
felt that she could not be seen and give a lecture in that condition. She called her
father and asked him to call me for help. I examined her through remote dowsing
and sent her healing information, and I also told the father to tell her how to prepare
a remedy on her own. The remedy—consisting of information coded in a glass of
water—was prepared twice within a five-hour period, and on each occasion it was
used in conjunction with different healing information.
The first time she had to prepare a homeopathic remedy by writing her name,
and inserting after her name the sign
and looking at it for three minutes and
51 seconds. The second time she had to look at the same sign for three minutes
and 40 seconds.
The following morning her father called, reporting that his daughter’s eyes
had still been itching during the evening, but she had woken up in the morning
completely recovered. In this case, although the complaint was inflammation of
the eyes, I did not treat the eyes but instead strengthened her immune system.
The inflammation was a symptom of the irregular functioning of her small and
large intestines, and when her immune system was strengthened, it overcame the
problem on its own.
István was twenty-one at the time he consulted me. He had asthma when he
was six months old. That problem was resolved, but since the age of two he had
had symptoms of neurodermitis on the neck, on the legs, and occasionally also on
the mouth. The tests indicated allergy to lactose. Since István was a professional
dancer and traveled a great deal, he could not follow a rigorous diet. Thus I looked
for the cause of his allergy as the first step of my therapy. Testing with the dowsing
rod, I found a possible cause when he was twenty-one days old. I sent rebalancing
information and then asked his parents to shed light on this finding. It turned out
that his mother’s milk went dry on that day and she could no longer breastfeed
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him. He was given synthetic baby food and was nourished on that, subsequently in
combination with ordinary milk. I suggested homeopathic remedies, and István’s
allergies disappeared in the span of three to four months.
In my practice of remote healing, the steps remain generally the same no
matter how diverse the patients or their problems. The first step is to pick up
information regarding the patient’s condition. The information I receive through
dowsing indicates the patient’s overall condition of health and also the nature
of his or her complaint. This diagnosis can be as detailed as any obtained by
examination at a doctor’s office. I then seek to discover whether the patient suffers
from a temporary malady or a chronic illness. I work to identify the cause of the
problem, and to what extent it may be due to environmental influences, such as
electromagnetic or geomagnetic radiation or pollution.
In the next phase I analyze and structure the information regarding the patient. I
arrive at a diagnosis, and suggest a therapy. Depending on the nature of the problem,
I may prescribe allopathic remedies, a specific diet, phytotherapy, homeopathic
remedies, or healing by information. I convey the particulars of the treatment to
the patient by phone or even via e-mail. If the therapy does not call for conscious
cooperation by the patient I can effect healing purely by sending information
without him being aware of what I am sending, or even that I am sending it.
Consciousness on the part of the patient is not a factor, as long as he asks for and
accepts the treatment. Otherwise, the reception of the healing information could
be blocked.
Healing by information can be carried out over any distance. The information
affects the patient’s condition and the effect can be verified through subsequent
tests. These can be carried out by the dowsing method or by conventional means.
Two Controlled Remote Healing Experiments
The first of the two controlled experiments I report here took place at a seminar
of the Hagia Chora Association in the town of Hohenwart in Germany on June
3, 2001. It was conducted by Günter Haffelder, director of the Institute for Communication and Brain Research of Stuttgart. The experiment was witnessed by
about a hundred and twenty seminar participants and was monitored both by Dr.
Haffelder and a volunteer physician, Dr. Heidrich Treugut. It was subsequently
reported in the journal Hagia Chora (no. 9, 2001).
At the beginning of the experiment, I asked the subject—a forty-eight-yearold volunteer, one of the seminar participants—to give me a verbal report on his
physical condition. He reported:
Four years ago I turned to a doctor with a serious problem in my hands. I could
hardly move my wrist, and my fingers were swollen and in pain. The doctor
diagnosed multiple arthritis. I decided to try a therapy consisting of a vegetarian
diet and to study spiritual development. Now the joints in my fingers and my
right wrist can move, but my left wrist is still stiff.

We then separated. The subject was seated in the main seminar hall in the
presence of Dr. Haffelder and the participants, and I moved to a distant room with
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Dr. Treugut. Both the subject and I were wired with electrodes on our heads. Large
screens in the hall displayed the electrical activity of our brains for the participants.
The experiment proceeded as follows. First I tuned my brain and nervous
system for receptivity to remote information, and when I was satisfied of my
own sensitivity, I began to examine the subject using the combination of the
Körbler method and the method of healing by information I have developed. I
examined his principal organs, and then his meridians. The colon indicated a
mild irregularity, and I looked for and sent the appropriate healing information
. Then I found an indication of inflammation on the left wrist, and for
this, too, I sought the pertinent information
. Then the liver meridian called
for correction

. Finally, I examined the subject’s pancreas and corrected a

mild malfunction there
. When I found that no further meridians or organ
systems needed correction, I reinforced the balanced energy state of the subject
by applying Tibetan healing symbols. Finally, I tested for the exact duration of the
healing information and found that the treatment for the colon and the left wrist
was to last 10 days, and that for the pancreas 6.5 days. These effects unfolded
without any further input on my part. Reporting on the experiment, Haffelder
(2001) wrote:
In this experiment, which lasted about twenty minutes, an exceptionally high
delta activity appeared in the brain of the healer, indicating the transmission of
nonverbal communication from the healer to the patient. The healer perceives the
malfunction in the patient, balances the pattern, and sends it back in a transformed
form. In general, the process of examination by the healer manifests strong delta
activity in the form of a significantly higher deviation of the regular rhythm
in her left hemisphere in the range of 3–5 seconds at periods of 3–4 seconds.
Synchronized with the rhythm of this brain activity, delta and alpha activity occurs
also in the patient. The delta activity shows that the information was received,
and alpha that it was effectively integrated.

The delta activity that appeared in this experiment is typical for adults in deep
sleep, while alpha activity occurs typically in a restful state, with closed eyes. (In
the normal waking state external stimuli generate beta waves in a higher frequency
range.) It is significant that I had my eyes open in this experiment and yet my brain
displayed activity typical of deep sleep. Equally remarkably, the subject displayed
the same electroencephalogram (EEG) pattern, sitting relaxed but not asleep. He
proved capable of receiving the information I sent from a remote location, even
though there was no sensory contact between us.
The experiment on October 29, 2001 in Stuttgart at Haffelder’s Institute for
Communication and Brain Research was monitored and subsequently documented
by the spectrumanalytic method of the EEG recording. Before starting this experiment, the test subject, a woman, who was forty-five-years-old at the time,
described her complaint. She had suffered from allergic bronchitis for the previous ten years, a condition that was especially excruciating in the morning hours.
She had consulted a number of physicians and received a great variety of medications, ranging from steroids and antibiotics to homeopathic remedies. I realized
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that there was not much point in concentrating on the symptoms themselves: I
had better look for the causes. Then she and I were wired with electrodes, and she
went to another room in the laboratory, while I began the procedure for diagnosis
in a room shared with the experimenters. The electrical activity of our brains was
displayed on monitors and was also recorded.
Following a preliminary examination, I proceeded to move back in her life
until I found a particular trauma that could account for her condition. This event
occurred in the immediate postnatal period. I administered the following healing
information:
for the tenth minute after birth, and this process lasted
2 minutes and 41 seconds. Exact timing proves essential for the effectiveness
of the healing. The healing information must be precise—a difference even of a
few seconds can render healing ineffective, or produce undesirable effects. And it
must be focused on the precise moment when the trauma occurred in the life of
the patient. In the case in question the information I sent treated the trauma that
occurred seventeen minutes after her birth, and the following healing information
lasted 45 seconds.
During the time that I carried out the examination and sent the healing messages,
my brain exhibited EEG waves in the low delta region. Her brain replicated my
wave pattern with a delay of about two seconds. The effect was clearly displayed:
as I was sending healing information she exhibited an aggravated form of her
symptoms, coughing violently. When we concluded the experiment, the coughing
subsided and she calmed down.
On May 23, 2002, she wrote: “ . . . concerning my cough attacks, there were
[after the experiment] some quieter periods and some periods in which I had
violent coughing up to eight hours a day. Now it’s quieter than ever before. The
coughing didn’t entirely disappear, but it’s within tolerable limits. I haven’t had
such a quiet period as now for the last ten years.”
In my decades-long practice I have used this kind of procedure when treating
cases of acute inflammation, pains from injuries, and a variety of more serious
maladies.
My experience shows that it’s possible to receive information on the condition
of a patient over any distance, and from his/her present as well as from her/his
past. This for me is significant evidence that a nonlocal information field mediates
the exchange of information between healer and patient.
Healing of Traumatic Information of Psychological Problems
We all know that the state of our body mirrors the state of our mind. All emotional
states that are traumatic for us signify stress for the organism—they are registered
by our bodily states. We get a headache, indigestion, various symptoms appear
signifying malaise. It is not necessary to experience a situation directly; it is enough
to see a picture that represents it even if it is not directly connected with us. For
example, when we look at a picture of violence that does not involve us personally,
we get the same kind of bodily response as if it did. Those of us who are familiar
with acupuncture and the system of meridians will know that in these cases the
energy of the large intestine meridian and the energy of the kidney meridian are
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changed, becoming unbalanced. Depending on the constitution of the person, this
effect shows up in the other meridians as well.
In some cases, a trauma is so deep that it leaves a lasting effect on the body.
For example, when a newborn infant does not obtain mother’s milk any longer
(due to a malfunction in the mother) and is fed with babyfood containing milk of
animal origin, the child develops enduring neurodermitis as an allergic response
to animal milk.
The effect of a trauma on the body represents the transmission of information
to the body. The depth of the information varies with the seriousness of the trauma,
or other emotional experience.
The method I use permits a measurement of the depth of emotional traumas. We
can establish just when the trauma occurred that produced a given psychosomatic
response, whether it was at the age of five months, three years, forty years,
or seventy years. The method allows a measurement not only of when a given
trauma occurred, but also of its depth, in terms of the degree of information that
it produces for the body. We can also discover how to remedy the effects of the
trauma.
I should add a remarkable fact. Körbler discovered that the dowsing rod is
sensitive to all types of information produced by the patient’s organism, even if
it is subconscious. An examination of the right hemisphere of the brain, more
specifically, the area that Körbler called the “psychomeridian” (the line that connects the crown of the head with the nape of the neck) renders the effects of
psychic information testable and, through the use of geometric forms, accessible
to treatment.
Applying the right geometrical form can remedy the physical effects of a given
trauma. The form can be applied by having the patient gaze at it for a given
length of time, in conjunction with a representation of the emotional trauma that
produced the harmful effect. If, for instance, the stomach complaints of a patient
are triggered by a conflict with a colleague at his or her workplace, the patient
is asked to recollect the nature of this conflict. For the bioenergy field to regain
balance and integrity it is often enough for the patient to mention a single name
while he or she is looking at the indicated geometrical form.
This method of diagnosis and healing demonstrates the close connection between mind and body. It is not merely a passive, theoretical demonstration, but an
active and effective tool to correct the effects of the mind on the body inasmuch
as such correction is necessary—which is usually due to traumatic or otherwise
stressful lived experiences. This is a significant means of healing the negative
effects produced by problematic psychic events.

NOTES
1. I worked with Körbler since 1990 and, since his unexpected death in 1994, taught and further
developed his method in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, and Japan, as well as in my native
Hungary. By using information for diagnosis and treatment, I practice my healing method also at
a distance. I examine the patients first in direct proximity, and then continue the treatment from
a distance. I reviewed and presented this method in over fifty articles in English, German, and
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Hungarian, and my book, titled Information Medicine, is currently in print in Hungarian and will
also be published in Italian.
2. The dimension h = 6.63 × 10−34 m2 Joule between the basic energy portion and the frequency is
called Planck’s constant or, in other words, Planck’s quantum of action.
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APPENDIX
The following is the system of correlation between rod-movement and geometrical form.
When the dowsing rod moves horizontally, the energy state of the part of the
body examined is satisfactory and no correction is necessary.
When the dowsing rod moves on a horizontal elliptical clockwise path, the
energy state slightly deviates from the normal and this calls for correction.
The form for correcting this is:
.
When the dowsing rod moves clockwise, the energy state shifts toward the
enhanced function, which mostly occurs in cases of exogenous disturbances (electromagnetic fields, etc.). The form for correction is:
.
When the dowsing rod moves in a vertically elliptical clockwise path, the
energy state shows enhanced function, which may indicate inflammation in the
organism. The form for correction is:
.
When the dowsing rod moves vertically, the energy state is not satisfactory
owing either to some acute infection, or sudden trauma, or to some long standing
or
.
functional disturbance. The form for correction is:
When the dowsing rod moves anticlockwise in a vertical ellipse, the energy
state has been disturbed to such an extent and for such a long time that it produced
or
.
organic deformations the given area. The form for correction is:
When the dowsing rod moves in an anticlockwise circle, the disorder of the
energy state is similar, but still more severe. The form for correction is:

or

.
When the dowsing rod moves in a horizontal anticlockwise ellipse, the disturbance of the energy state is even more serious than in case 7. The form for
correction is:

.

